
Chapter 3605

“Young Master Bauer!”

Right as Ruby was about to leave, a steward of the family rushed over with a mystified expression.

Joseph didn’t even raise his head.

“What is it?”

“Harvey said he wants to see you,” the steward replied.

Joseph froze.

“What for?” he asked, a curious look on his face.

“Is that man trying to test me?”

“Or is he just here to laugh at me?”

The steward became hesitant.

“He said he wanted to buy something, he wanted to make peace with you.”

Joseph was planning to ignore Harvey, but his heart throbbed after he heard the steward’s words.
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“Let him in,” he said after a long while.

If Harvey was willing to talk, Joseph wouldn’t mind it.

After all, there would be a lot of casualties from both sides if they kept fighting.

Soon after, Harvey showed up at the Bauer family’s courtyard with his arms crossed.

Harvey smiled when he saw Joseph still having his breakfast

“You seem pretty calm. I didn’t think you’d still be in the mood to have breakfast. I have to admit, your determination and
courage are quite extraordinary.”

“No wonder you’re able to rise to power as someone’s subordinate after so long and become one of the most prominent young
masters of the family.”

“If I were you, I probably wouldn’t be this calm.”
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Joseph swallowed a block of cheese while Harvey was still talking.

“If you have something to say, then say it,” he spat.

Harvey sighed.

“Oh, Young Master Bauer. It’s not like we have a grudge against each other or anything.”

“It’s a shame. Not only do you keep making advances to my wife, but you also wouldn’t just accept your loss. You keep joining
forces with Clyde, Frankie, and the others to go against me…”

“I had to use a few tricks to protect myself.”

“You suffered quite a bit at this point. Why don’t you beg me for mercy instead?”

“If you do, maybe I’ll let you off the hook and bury the hatchet…”

Harvey revealed a playful look.

“Jeff’s a prideful man, but he still came to me for help after I trampled all over him.”

“Why don’t you follow your brother’s example?”

“You were his subordinate after all!”

Joseph’s eyes twitched frantically.

“Enough talk about this nonsense, Harvey!”

“Jeff is shameless enough to use you as a tool, but not me.”

“Besides, you’ve only been using underhanded tactics the entire time!”



“Do you really think you can sway the foundation of Flutwell’s business alliance?”

“Don’t you think you’re a little too cocky?”

“Whom God wishes to destroy, he first makes mad!”

“Mad?”

Harvey shrugged.

“I think I’m calm enough to negotiate with you right now.”

“How could you call me mad?”

Joseph narrowed his eyes as he stared at Harvey for a long time..

“Let’s not talk that far back. If I guess correctly, Kayden’s men were behind the incident yesterday.”

“It was a pretty good move, making your men confess after being interrogated.”

“But times have changed, Harvey…”

“In this day and age, we have lie detectors and truth serums at our disposal.”

“If I want to, I can make them tell the truth and ruin your reputation entirely!” “Do you really think I’m out of ideas?”
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